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STARTS AT NOON

Clemson and Winthrop To Be Consolidated

Store DRUM-BOGLE CORPS
Tiger Students Will Celebrate
Easter, Labor Day, and
Thanksgiving
Lives of ease and luxury are in
store for Clemson cadets beginning
ait noon today when the annual
Christmas holidays begin. All students will go to their homes and
and remain there until college reopens on January 23, 19 27.
During the holidays the cadets
will celebrate Easter, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Big Thursday of
Fair Week, Chirstmas, and New
Year's.
Members of the class of
19 26 will return to Clemson for a
few hours on June 1 to receive their
diplomas.
After this brief respite from studies the cadets will begin to think
of the longer summer vacation.

SCHOLARSHIP FRAT
TO PITCH BIG PARTY
!■«

Law and Lemmon Prepare for
May Day Celebration of
Staid Students
Announcement was made yesterday to the effect that the local Phi
Beta Kappa fraternity will give a
house-warming on May Day. The
frat house is being renovated for
the affair and Cadet Physicus Lemmon is negotiating with parties in
Anderson for a case of genuine
Scotch and the use of a U. Drive
It car.
A house-warming given last fall
was a great succes resulting in
eight cars being wrecked, fifteen
arrests, and five men leaving college. "It's going to be bigger and
better this spring," Jack Law, president of the local chapter, declared
yesterday, "and I actually don't believe there will be a sane thing
done during the entire party."

MILITARY TRAINING OFFICERS SELECTED FOR ADMINISTRATION
OF NEW MAMMOTH CO-ED COLLEGF
TO GIVE CONCERT
AT CLEMSON MUST
Sikes Remains President,
IN COLLEGE CHAPEL
GO SAYS COL. COLE AESTHETIC DANGERS Dr."Debe"
Johnson Becomes
Commandant,
and O. R.
Lt. Smith's Artists to Play Solos
Cole Dean of Women
DELIGHT CLEMSON
Spirit of Militarism Must Be
as Well as "Reveille
March"

On next Friday evening at 6:45
A. M. the famous Drum and Nuisance Corps will give an open air
concert in the college chapel. A
varied program will be offered, consisting of a number of sweet solos.
Lt. "Speck"
Smith will
play
"Sing me to Sleep," assisted by
"Abie". Keyserling, who is away on
permit.
Little "Rat" Heller willrender softly on hjv bugle; "Listen,
To the Mocking Jird," while "Armature" Pruitt, who wil be located
on the top of the main building
will answer to the echo. A drum
solo in nine various keys will be
given next by Walt Martin.
The "Hell Cats" will then giTe
the Reveille
Mairch silently.
A
large crowd will be on hand as
usual.

FAMOUS SONG LEADER
LOSESFINE VOICE
Prof. "Red" Carpenter Now in
Hospital—Campus Much
Disturbed

It was announced today that Prof.
"Red" Carpenter lost his voice while
singing before The Ladies Society
yesterday. The professor was rushed
to the hospital where treatment was
given, hut Dr. Milford states that
the patient is recovering very slowly.
Professor Carpenter is very much
distressed over the fact that he
will not he able to speak again.
The entire campus regrets very
much that it will be unable to hear
his sweet voice again and his students are very much worried because they cannot hear his short
and snappy lectures for several
weeks.
The accident occured just as the
professor was rendering a beautiful
Head of Clemson Supply Corps discord in the "Refrain from Spitting." Last year the professor sufDelights Audience With
fered similar accident
when he
Household Hints
threw his arms out of gear while
leading the chapel singing.
On last Thursday evening Captain
John E. Oberg of the Supply Corps,
gave a delightful talk on "Home him to the rostrum and seated themEconomics." His subject was live ' selves on the stage. A great crowd
and up-to-date.
Captain Oberg ! of cadets and civilians attended the
urged the practice of economy in j brilliant lecture, and when the capthe honTe% He also mentioned the , tain sat down, the applause was
care of arms^and munitions and ex- [ deafening. Loud cries of "Give us
plained the complexities and in- , Big Boy" resounded until Lt. Col.
tricacies of the care of guns; ex- Douglas appeared on the rostrum
plaining how he out cosmolene on and quieted the large roaring audiguns.
.
I ence, by his calm cool voice, giving
The captain's s.taff accompanied the command "False Alarm."

CAPT. OBERG SPEAKS
ON HOME ECONOMICS

Lt*.

Stopped He Says; For
Peace and Quiet

"We must have peace at any
price, and for that reason military
training at Clemson must go," said
Col. O. R. Cole in an address before
the student body Tuesday morning.
Colonel Cole is a vociferous exponent of world peace, and is working
in collaboration with the League of
Nations and International Students
Conference, to ibn'i-li military training from educational institutions.
Col. Cole avers that the colleges
are being militarized by the War
Department, and declared that *heTe
can be no lasting peace while the
young men of the world are taught
how to kill one another. Col. Cole
is also an exponent of passive resistance ,and issues a stern warning to
those students who display belligerent tendencies. "Cadets who
quarrel among themselves, swear,
and smoke cigarettes are just railroading themselves to hell," the officer declares.
Efforts are being made to bring
Mr .Winthrop Lane and Leon Trotski, president of the Soviet Union,
to Clemson. Col. Cole states that
it is his fondest desire that theClemson students should hear these
men.
P. B. Holtzendorf, secretary of the
local Y. M. C. A., Hallum Smith,
Y. M C A Pool-room keeper, and
Rev. Kolb, pastor of (the Baptist
church, oppose Col. Cole in this
movement. They have petitioned
Capt. Harcombe, head of the Hay
and Fodder Department, to expel
the above mentioned radical thinkers from the institution.
"Such propaganda should not be
expounded to cadets," Rev. Kolb declared from his pulpit Sunday morning," I cannot visualize a man who
hasn't enough red blood in his veins
to fight when his rights are transgressed upon," the Pastor told his
congregation.
From all indications there will be
a serious clash between the military
department and the Y. M. C. A.
The army officers declare that the
latter organization is inoculating the
corps with a spirit of militarism,
while the former charges Col. Cole
and his cohorts .with introducing
the spirit of Bolshevism into the
cadet corps. It is understood that
Capt. Oberg, as spokesman for the
army, has challenged Hallum Smith,
of the Y. M. C. A, to a duel to
be fought at sunrise Thursday morning. It is not thought the altercation will be staged, however, as Mr.
Smith doesn't get up that early.

Assuring South Carolina of the
Cadets Assist in Performance
greatest co-educational institution
and Dr. Daniel Compliin the Solar system, plans have
just been completed for the amalments Exhibition
gamation of Clemson College and
A delightful interpretation of Winthrop College. This news was sefor announcement
in the
Terpischore was yesterday rendered cured
at the
horticultural grounds
by Tiger from exclusive statements by
Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, Iso- Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of Clemdore Duncan, all noted aesthetic son, and Dr. D. B. Johnson, presidancers, assisted by Cadets W. E. dent of Winthrop. The consolidation
Chapman, Physicue Lemmon,- C. E. is made for the purpose of furtherHawkins, and Professors Maurice ing the one object of college life
Siegler and Pete Murphy of the —pleasure. Authorities of both inions have completed plans for
fnrnlty
combination of the two great
The dancing was rendered in a
most wonderful manner the cadets colleges, and the plan will go into
being swept away by the rhapso- effect at the begining of the next
dizing significance of the intrinsic college year.
The only step now necessary to
and me-rcurial figures described in
the halcyonical haze of the dying make the change effective is to
secure the approval of the goverday.
"It was a whang of a blow-out," nor of South Carolina. The presDr. D. W. Daniel, formery head of ent governor has announced that
the' English Department, but now he would not approve such a change,
with the Animal Husbandry Divi- but Mr. T. G. Jackson, prominent
sion, declared following the exhibi- book publisher and amusement magtion. "Cadet Chapman didn't fool nate, who will succeed Hon. T. G.
me though," he added, "because McLeod as governor in the near
I knowed it was him when I seed future, stated to a Tiger reporter
that his first act as chief executice
him."
will be to approve the Cemson-Winthrop consolidation. This assures its
success.
The plans are that both Clemson
and Winthrop will remain where
they are, but fifty percent of 'the
cadets of Clemson will be transparted in ox-carts to Rock Hill, and
Y. M. C. A. Backs Prominent fifty percent of the girls at Winthrop will be brought in busses to
Member of Faculty in
Clemson. This will give the girls
Stand
a slight majority in hoth cases, but
as the Clemson boys are usually un"I like to see young men smoke lucky in love it will be of great
and drink—it looks so manly," benefit to them in that it will inProf. M. E. Bradley, of the En- crease their chances.
Also the atmosphere of college
glish Department, declared yesterday in an address before the Y. M. life will be changed, just as the
C. A. cabinet. Prof. Bradley scored converting of a hillside of thorns
the phohibitionists as being hypo- and weeds into a garden of beauticrits, and emphatically stated that ful flowers and fragrant odors. So
any anti-evolutionist who says that this movement will be a great aid
he didn't descend from a monkey is to the growth of our country in
ignorance.
a liar.
Prof. Bradley's statements were
A strong staff of officers will
received with loud applause and handle the destines of the combined
upon the conclusion of his address, institution. Detailed plans are as
E. H. Jordan and "Nuts" Mc- follows:
Cormac, in behalf of the Y. M. C.
1. Dr. E. W. Sikes will be presiA., assured Prof. Bradley that that dent. He and Dr. Johnson rolled
organization heartily endorsed his dice for this honor, but the superior
views on the matter.
"Show me training which Dr. Sikes received in
a cadet who can swear, who can this art at Coker gave him the
drink Boscobel corn, and smoke victory.
Sloan's stogies and I will show you
2. D. B. Johnson will take office
a man!" Mr .McCormac declared.
Further discussion on the subject as commandant of cadets.
3. Lt. Col. Otis B. Cole will be
will be in order next Sunday night
at Vesper services when a petition removed to AVinthrop to act as dean
will be circulated requesting the of women. He received so much
board of trustees to prohibit the experience during Winthirop's recent
(Continued on Page 5)
sale of grape juice to cadets.

PROFESSOR FAVORS
KING FOR ALL

Don't Believe Anything You Hear-Nor Half Of What You See
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CAMPUS NOTES
The Annual Poker Tournament
was held last Sunday evening in
the lobby of the Y. M. C. "A., under
the direction o;f Mr. Holtzendoff.
The prize, a handsome pair of well
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
balanced dice, was awarded Rev.'
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college Kolb, who made the best haul of
the evening.
session, by che Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
Advertising rates on request

Lt. Col. O .R. Cole has returned
from Keowee, where he attended the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, Convention of the World Society for
Advancement of Peace. He had the
■^outh Carolina.
ihonor of being elected to tie office
of sergeant-at-arms. His duties will
W. W. BRYAN
Editor.in-Chief
be to go to Cherry's, where the
J. B. CAUGHMAN
_
Business Manager
next meeting will be held, fifteen
T. F. ACKER
Associate Editors
minutes ahead of time and prepare
D. iH. ROSS
the hall for the convention.
J. K. AVENT
Athletic Editors
W. C. BROWN
The local talent entertainment in
R H MITCHELL
Associate Athletic Editor
the college chapel last Friday evenJ.' A.'WARREN
--.,— Social Editor
ing was enjoyed by all wiho attended.
J H BAKER
Club News Editor
A delightful solo. "The Quilting
H. u BALDWIN".
-- *'. M. C. A. Editor
Party," was rendered by Prof. GodF. B. LEITZSEY
—
— Joke Editor
frey, accompanied on the swinet by
L. E. CROMER ;
Associate Joke Editors
Prof. Bradley. The only thing that
J. A. MILLNG I
~"
marred the program was that Prof.
J. KERSHAW
Staff Reporters
Carpenter, while making the anG. E. METZ
)
nouncements, had an attack of stage
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
fright and could not say a word.
Circulation Managers
R. H. GARRISON /
Praf. Shuhert has just completed
G. H. BRODIE
\
an up to date kennel for his pet
lathe dog. All of the campus people are invited to inspect it.

EDITORIAL

return "unslicked." Not until an
extensive search was held did the
reason come to light.
Dr. E. W. Sikes and Prof. F. T.
Dargan, fearing that the cadet corp
would buy up all of the "slickum"
on the campus in preparing for the
great exodus of to-day, had bought
all of the "slickum" they could lay
their hands on, for their own perProf. "Rastus" Johnstone has sonal u"s"e.
recently patented a device for fastening a black-board eraser to the palm
THE POET'S CORNER
of the hand. He lias found it very
handy and wants the world to profit
ON HOTEL HILL
by his discovery.
There was a young shiek named
Blank,
Dr. E. W. Sikes and Prof. Bill Who down in a morris chair sank.
Lippincott have taken the local "Beg pardon!", said he,
agency for the famous Growmore "You speaking to me?"
Hair Tonic.
They hope that the "Go HIKING with you? No thank?"
—Newport "News."
campus people will patronize them
instead of the mail order houses.
THE VICTORS
Major E. R. Alexander is expected Tribute to whom tribute's due:
to be out from under quarantine "Hail! Various teams."
for the mumps.
The major was Baseball now; track real soon.
unable to continue his classes in Youth! Spring! Daydreams!
"Campustiry," however, it is hoped The Gospel team has won renown,
that he can continue his studies this The symphony work is neat.
week.
But our chapel team—the Carpencott
CORNER IN HAIR SLICKUM Is a team that's hard to beat!
—A Pool
The many friends of Dr. D. W.
Daniel will be glad to hear that he
is able to return to his duties after
undergoing the very painful operation, of amputating one arm at the
shoulder. While making a speech
recently, an elaborate gesture so
locked his arms together that the
amputation pf one was necessary.

IS AT LAST UNCOVERED

History Teacher:
"I shall give
Untidy hair of the cadets corps a test tomorrow and don't be suris at last accounted for.
For prised if I should ask for dates."
days past cadets have made the
Sweet
Young
Thing:
"Don't
trip to the drug store in search think you get one from me."
of hair pomade, but they always
■—Wampus.

The Tiger hopes each and every Clemson cadet will enjoy
the Christinas holidays. Our advice is be careful—in other
words use discretion—with your Fourth of July celebration.

v»;1

Juniors are especially fortunate in that the slight extension
of the holiday period over that first announced will exempt
them from the six-weeks of bitter cold camping on the icy plains
of Camp McClellan.
THE CULMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL HISTORY
For all these years Clemson College has been making strides
of one kind or another, gradually becoming a greater and greater institution, and now comes the glorious culmination of our
dreams—consolidation with Winthrop.
Full details of the plan are announced in our news columns
this issue, and the vital import of the news is too obvious to
require editorial comment.
Education has reached its millenium.

»«

AN INESTIMABLE LOSS

Clemson suffers a loss beyond comprehension with the resignation of Sergeant J. M. Peck, veteran member of the War
Department staff, as the sergeant leaves to try his wings in a
new field.
"OJd Sarge". as he is commonly called by the Kaydets, has
caused no small amount of trouble to the Juniors since Christmas, and his leaving will cause a great amount of celebration
by the entire corps.
Although the date of "Sarge's" departure has not yet been
announced, we trust it will not be as long as it has been.
Here's to you, "Sarge", may you do as much harm in your
new field as you have in your old one.
ANOTHER CLEMSON ENGINEERING TRIUMPH
In the fields of engineering design and construction Clemson
is now heralded from one end of these United States to the
other. Every engineering journal in the country is agog with
descriptions of the dam across the Grand Canyon of the Colorado at its widest point which in now nearing completion under
the supervision of its designer, Prof. W. R. Clarke, Clemson
civil engineering authority.
The waters to be impounded by this dam, the magnitude of
which staggers the human imagination, will make a veritable
inland sea and will be used for water supply, power, and irrigation. New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Clemson College
will be supplied with pure drinking water. All the factories
of Keowee will be furnished with electric power. And the irrigation furnished will supply water enough to make all desert
portions off the United States and Wyoming blossom as the
rose. To make it entirely safe the foundations for the dam are
being secured after the manner of the Clarke-Blanford structure at Hoosic Falls.
Such an engineering triumph is another demonstration of
Clemson's supremacy and Prof. Clarke's genius at design and
construction.

The Ox Woman
*i

On an East Indian farm, where the crop is tea, a
wooden plow turns up the rich black soil. A
woman drives, another woman pulls—and a black
ox pulls beside her.
Six hours under a tropical sun, a bowl of cold rice
-—and six hours more. Then the woman goes to her
bed of rushes, and the beast to his mud stall.
Tomorrow will be the same.

The electric light, the electric iron, the vacuum cleaner
—the use of electricity on
the farm for pumping water,
for milking, and for the
cream separator—are helping to make life happier.
General Electric research
and engineering have aided
in making these conveniences possible.
A new series of G-E advertisements showing what
electricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-18.

GEN
GBNERAi,

ELECTRIC

-*i

The American home has many conveniences. But
many American women often work as hard as their
Oriental sisters. They toil at the washtub, they
carry water, they churn by hand—all tasks which
electricity can do for them at small cost, in half
the time.
The labor-saving possibilities of electricity are
constantly becoming more widely recognized. And
the social significance cf the release cf the American
woman from physical drudgery, through the increasing use of electricity in and about the hoine, will
appeal instantly to every college man and v/oman.

COMPANY,

ELECT
SCHENECTADY

NEW

YORK

%
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DR. DANIEL BECOMES CHIEF OF DIVISION
PROF. LIPPINCOTT
OF ANIMAL HUSANDRY IN FACULTY CHANGE
IS NOW MARRIED
Noted
Linguist Takes
Up RUDYARD KIPLING
Chemistry Sheik Says Two Can
Work Along Line That
Spend Three Times as
SINGS PRAISES OF
Has Long Been
Much as One
Hobby
CLEMSONHQG TEAM
It was with genuine surprise and

!•-

•>

regret that the cadet corps received
the announcement in chapel Monday morning to the effect that Dr.
D. W. Daniel, M. A., M. S., L.
L. D.,, M. D., M. P., Pbd., has
been transferred from the English
division to become head of the Animal Husbandry division.
"Chief"
Allison, formerly head of the local
detective bureau, will succeed Dr.
Daniel, it is understood, in addition
to his new duties as successor to
Lt. Johnson in the Clemson war
department.
Dr. Daniel came to Clemson in
1900 following his graduation from
the University of Tokio, and since
that time has been head of the English Department. Dr. Daniel was
born in Velyko, Serbia, and attended
high school in Constantinople, Turkey. In 1892 he entered the University of Leipzing and, following
his graduation in 1896, went to
Tokio where he specialized in English.
When the Boer War broke out in
1898, Dr. Daniel enlisted in the
British army and served as a military police until the end of the conflict.
He was twice decorated
w.hile in the service for his flaring ravery. When the fires of war
had cooled Dr. Daniel went back to
Tokio and resumed his studies.
Although a profesor of modern
language by profession, Dr. Daniel
has always 'been greatly interested
in animal husbandry.
Last fall the work of this patriot
of Clemson began to show results
with the local swine herd capturing
numerous cups and trophies. It was
then that a movement was gotten
underway to have Dr. Daniel placed
in active control of the Animal Husbandry Division.
Although the English Department
will suffer an irreparable loss in the
transferring of Dr. Daniel, it is felt
that the college as a whole will be
greatly benefited by this change.
At the present time Dr. Daniel is
at Saska, Alaska, where the local
swine team will batle for continental honors against the powerful
porkers
from the
University of
Nome.
"Mamaa look at the funny man,
his trousers are too big far him."
"Hush dear he's a college man."
"Oh-h-h look maamaa there's another funny man, his ihat's way
down over his eyes and he has
short pants on."
"Not so loud dear he's only another college man."
"And maama here's another man
only he's so much funnier, he'
lying right in the gutter."
"Yes dearie he's just another college man."
"Mother there's a man up at his
room
studying, is he
a college
man?"
"No-no, dear he's a professor! !"
NEW RECORD
Judge:. "Are you sure he was
drunk?."
Minion of the law:
"Well, his
wife says he brought home a manhole cover and tried to play it on
the phonograph."
—The Parrakett.

I* •
Dan Ritchie:
doing fine back
has five hundred
Cpl.
Surdak:
ing?"
Dan Ritchie:
watchman."

ft

"Say, old Bill is
in the states. He
men under him."
"What's he do"He's a cemetery

Freshman Smith lies
Deep in this trench.
He seated' himself
On the Senior Bench.

Banquet
Celebrating
Moral
Victory Over Harvard
Staged at John C.
"The Clemson hog team is the
best behaved and best disclipined
organization of its kind that I have
ever had the pleasure of knowing,"
Rudyard Kipling, famous English
author, declared last night at a banquet staged at the John C .Calhoun
Hotel celebrating the decisive moral
victory that the local team scored
over Harvard Saturday afternoon.
"Every hog was a gentleman and
a soldier," Mr. Kipling continued,
"and I was especially pleased with
the extraordinary conduct of Dr.
D. W. Daniel, coach of the organization."
Dr. Daniel responded to Mr. Kipling's address with a charming little
impromptu speech in which he said
that with the exception of himself
Mr. Kipling was probably the most
talked of man in the world today.
In keeping with the spirit of the
occasion a roast pig was served the
banqueters. The platter had hardly
been placed on the table when
Dr. F. H. Calhoun, local rain maker,
seized an entire hind quarter and,
wrenching it loose, dashed out of
the hotel and down the street.
He was not destined to escape
with his prize, however, for .just
as he rounded Fant's Drug Store
corner "Swine" Dogget, professor
of Hebrew, made a daring flying
takle .bringing the outlaw to earth.
He was turned over to the Anderson
police and confined in the city calaboose on the charge of petty larceny.
Upon returning to the hotel the
pursuers were greatly dismayed to
find that "Big Bov" Robinson, of
the engineering department, had
absconded with a platter of chitlings,
and that Johnny Lane, secretary to
the president, and "Sunny" Phoebus,
college carpenter, were shooting
craps for the last remnant of liver.
These traitors were severely reprimanded by Prof. Rosencrans, cycad
anatomist, who told them in scathing language that they were lower
down than deep sea squids and as
fickle as a deaf and dum spermatazoon.
Johnny Dane retorted in no uncertain terms that Prof. Rosencrans
was no plenipotentiary of a monastary himself and mumured something about turning him up for
dying a dog named Timothy if he
didn't keep his tongue himself.

A hunter came across a man
guarding the entrance to a cave.
The man said he was guarding a
gold mine. "Is it quartz?" asked
the hunter.
"No, pints."
The following books are now in
the exchange.
"The height of my ambition" by
"Baldhead" Bryan.
"The shortest distance between
' "Beatouts' " by Major Westbury.
"Practice and methods of Igniting," by "Pistol Peat."
"The Fundamentals of Speech"
by "Hambone" Anderson
"The Assemby Street Blues" by
Frederick "Lou" Gilmer.
"My Daily Primping" by Charlie
Garrison and V. C. Sanders.
Conductor: "But I got your fare
before, sir."
Soldier:
"I know. This nickel
is for the Company."

' Morris Yohay:
"If you had to
work, what would you like to do?"
Francisco Font: "Well, I wouldn't
"That's one person that agrees mind going to sea and calling out
the names of the ports."
with men," said the cannibal.
He: "A month before my cousin's
death, he knew he was going to
die."
She:
"My goodness! Who told
him?"
He:
"The Judge."

/

Lieutenant: I like to hear that
Captain in lecture on tactics. He
brings things home to me that I
have never seen/before.
Another
Lieutenant.:
That's
nothing; so d^es the Post Laundry.

THREE
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BOY

A PAIR OF SHOES
FROM

HOKE SLOAN'S

a

Professor W. L. Lippincott, of the
AND SELECT
Clemson faculty, has established a
record in the art of gentle persuasion. Last Monday was the first
time he had ever seen his "sole
mate."
Miss Lena Gainster and party
were compelled to stop in front of
•THIS OFFER GOOD TO SPRING HOLIDAYS
the
hotel
on
acocunt
of
a boll-wevil in the carburetor, and
were at loss as to what to do.
See My New Blonde and Tan Slippers
The groom, who had been playing
roley-poley in front of "StenographMY NEW STRAW HATS ARE HERE AND
er Home," came to the rescue of the
helpless party. It took only a week
READY FOR SALE
for the woTst to happen.
To meet the increase in expenses,
the groom plans to take on the
agency for a number of high-class
An old Clemson man in business at Clemson,
products. He has already secured
the agency for GRIT and for RISEMORE hair tonic. He also is ravAnd 100 Percent for Clemson
ing up
the rubles prior
to an
enormous investment in Forida realestate, as he has been offered an
attractive investment by the repHHHHHHISHHlHlBHBHSl^
resentatives of T. C. Collins.
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V"feigf|jpl /?

I he big or
little company
— which ?
'"V^OIT'LL surely be buried in the
■*■ big company,"say some.' 'Everything is red tape, and you'll end up
in a groove in some little department.
'Your little company never gets
you anywhere,'' others assert. ' 'The
bigger the company the bigger your
opportunity.
Whether a plant covers a hundred acres or is only a dingy shop
up three flights is not so important
as whether the company is concerned with improving its product
through the development of its
men and their ideas.
There are ably managed and growing companies in growing, forwardlooking industries which offer you
a chance to grow with them.

Number 58 of a striiM
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IMPORTANT CHANGES
MADE IN MILITARY
DEPARMNT STAFF
Captain Le
v a Private
and "Chief" Allison Succeeds Li. Johnson
T

of luck in Ms new undertaking.
Chief Allison will make a good officer, having had much experience
along military lines.
It is also with interest, we note
that Sergeant Peck has joined a
Lyceum Company where he will conduct a number of interpretative
dances. The sergeant is a classical
dancer of wide renown and it is
hoped that he will have much success with
his classes
in nature
study.
Captain Oberg will sign all permits hereafter and they will have
to be written out in Scandinavian.
Classes in this language will be conducted in the near future by Gene
Parker and Professor Brearly.
Much comment was caused the
other day when certain members of
the
commandant's
office
were
found
NOTE: At this point the printing press stopped and absolutely
refused to print the rest of the
account.

PROF. HENRY FOUND
GUILTY ON CHARGES
OF FOOTBALL STAR
Director of Prudent Affairs
Charged by "Kit" Hane
With Mismanagement

Prof. D. H. Henry, head of prulearned that sevdent affairs, was yesterday found
changes have been
guilty by the Athletic Assocition
Jommandant's office.
of having profigately, malevolently,
cadets are very sorry
and falliciously spent funds intrust'.nat Captain Henry W.
ed in his care. It was alleged and
oeen reduced to a private
proven that Prof. Herury squandered
^ he returned late on a permoney in the most reckless manner
The captain will draw his
on the various athletic teams, with
e from captain Oberg and rethe result that the association now
' am to the ranks.
faces a deficit of more than fifty
Lit. Johnson and Chief Allison
cents.
have changed places and the ChiefTestimony showed that after the
tain has already turned his "billy'
Furman game Prof. Henry bought
and flashlight over to Lt. Johnson.
M. P.
"Hold on there, I be- each member of the team a stick of
The lieutenant should make a good
red peppermint candy, and on anman for this place as his deep bass lieve you're intoxicated."
Bozo:
"Well, if I'm not, I'm other occasion purchased a bag of
voice will stand him in good stead
peanuts for the cheer leaders. The
in.case of fire. We wish him the best put ten bucks!"
spendthrift was reported by Kit
Hane, however, after the former
IBI
IBE
3 Ell
IBE
had offered to buy the latter a
nickel stogie "I could hardly believe my ears," Mr. Hane declared,
"because I had thought Prof. Henry
to be a most trustworthy 'man. The
F
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offer to buy me a cigar out of the
Athletic Assocai'tion's funds was absolutely repulsive to me, and I felt
duty bound to report Prof. Henry's
breach of faith to the faculty."
Although no announcement has
been made to that effect, it is understood that Prof. Henry will be relieved of his duties on the first of
next month.

A KAY-DET'S DIARY
All the members of the drum and
bugle corps died last night with
tongue paralysis and the college
bell had been made into fishhooks, so we had no reveile this
morning.
Captain Harcombe served breakfast to the corps in bed this morning. Breakfast consisted of coffee
a la dilute, boiled goat meat with
onions, Alaska olives, some macaroni fresh from the fields of Arizona
and limburger
smothered
with
garlic.
Colonel
Cole came down and
finally persuaded the boys to get
up for chapel.
We marched to
chapel in extended order.
Each
general Assembled his squad at the
door and marched it into chapel at
riot step. "Two Gun" Pete entered last with the beat-outs, leaving
Red Mitchell scanning the horizon
with field glasses.
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A ten minute break was given
to enable the corps to observe the
faculty, who had assembled, in the
roof garden to discuss the seed market and the baseball situation.
D. W. was up to his usual form.
He wore a pair of high top boots,
white duck trousers, blue shirt, and
a red bananna handkerchief around
his neck. Songbird Red had on a
new suit of shoes and had his hair
combed out straight.
The exercises were started with
Capt. Lee leading the devotional exercises. Professor Doggett sweetly
sang "O Sole Mio,, accompanied by
Dr. Brackett on the piccolo.
We met Professor Dargan the
first hour, but since he bad forgotten to assign a lesson the day
before and couldn't think of a
thing to talk about, he was compelled to dismiss the class.
We then went to Red's class for
STEAM. We found him rocking a
couple of song books to sleep and
humming a little nerve-racking tune.
During drill hour we were given
lessons in mumbley peg and roley
holey. Enoch Cudd and Luke Jones
will make blocks in this branch of
athletics.
"Physicue" Lemmon bought a
dozen boxes of New Skin to replace losses.
Most of us went to bed by 2:00
A. M. and were soon snoring in the
arms of Morphology.
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MoreThanGrass
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Your juicy spring pasture is good feed but it is not
enough to produce a full flow of milk and maintain the
condition of your cows at the same time. The Minnesota
Cow Testing Associations have proved the truth of this:
Farmers owning 700 cows fed nothing but grass during
spring and summer. Farmers owning 300 cows fed a
grai
with pasture. They were all fed alike
during the winter. The records for one year show the
results:
<V8

Pasture Only
700

ICtllOT charges $100 for Us
suits of genuine

Grain and Pasture
300

pel cow
238 lbs.
302 lbs.
Cost of feed per cow
$41.87
$49.85
The cows which had grain every day during the year produced 64
pounds of butterfat per cow more than those that had pasture alone.
It is true that their feed cost was slightly more than pasture, but
let's see about the net profit:
To 64 lbs. extra butterfat at 40c $25.60
Less grain, per cow for pasture
7.48
Extra profit each grain fed cow
$18.12
You can duplicate this success and get these extra profits from
your cows by giving them a Corn Gluten Feed ration when they go
on pasture. They will stay fresh longer, and go into next winter in
better condition.

Palm Beach!

This Valuable Book—Free
"The Gospel of Good Feeding" is a new book of 64 pages. It
does away with guess work. It gives you the best of practical feed
lot experience. It deals in a fair way with the 50 best known feeding materials and tells you why Corn Gluten Feed always makes a
better ration.
Write today for your free copy of this book
Associated Corn Products Manufacturers
Feed Research Department
Hugh G. Van Pelt, Director

208 South La Salle St., Chicago, III.
|No.36
SEE

3QE

3HE

3HE
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3HE

3DE

An exclusive
Fifth Avenue
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He claims that Palm
Beach Cloth is worthy
of his workmanship —
and his workmanship is
worthy of the price.
Now, you can buy your
PALM BEACH Suits for
much less than that. But
when you find the cost of
"ready- mades" varying
from $12.50 to $25.00 —
don'tforget that the tailoring justly affects the price.
Some Palm Beach Suits
cost more — and look
better .... All will give
Money's Most in Com/ort,
in Style and in Wear.
THE PALM BEACH MILLS

JIN G, 01H00N
HOTEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

100 Baths

Excellent Cuisine

GOODALL WORSTED CO., SANFORD, ME.
Selling Agent: A. Rohaut, 229 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.

HEG.U.5.PAT.OFF.
THE GENUINE CLDTH
IFD.ONLYBY GOSQALL WORSTED CO.

Look for this label. It is sewn in
every genuine Palm Beach Suit.

and those marvelous new patterns—oh, man*1
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AMERICA'S GREATEST MILITARY GENIUS
RETURNS FROM EXTENDED WORLD TRAVELS
General Douglas Is Accompanied by His Aide Colonel
Westbury
New York, Apr. 1—General William Jennings Douglas and his chief
aide Colonel Westbury arrived In
New
York
today
aboard
the
Leviathan, world's greatest steamship.
As the ship rode majesctically into the harbor it was greeted
with the firing of cannons and the
shrill blasts of whistles all along
the harbor while the U. S. Marine
Band played the national anthem.
While abroad, General Douglas
was decorated with the B. C. S.
medal by the Duke of Herrin, for
his military prowess shown against
the
Afrohalpars.
He
attributes
Europe's deplorable condition to
the lack of militarism in Scandihoohia. He attributes his success
to his life study of military science
and his conscientous attitude while
in the D. W. M. I.
General Douglas
with Colonel
Westbury is enroute to Washington
where he will be interviewed by
President Coolidge.
From Washington he will go to Clemson College where he will inspect
the
Corps of Cadets at that institution.

Arragements have been made
with the livery stable to furnish
buggies for those dames that are
not accustomed to riding in automobiles.
Potatoes, corn bread, and butter milk are to be served during
intermission.

AGRICULTURAL DANCE
TO REGALA AFFAIR DECORATIONS FOR
JUNIOR-SENIOR TO
Drum-Nuisance
Corps
Will
Furnish Jazz; Party Will
RE VERY UNIQUE
Out-Do Taps Ball
The Cadets at Clemson who claim"ag" as their major course are
planning for one of the best dances
of the season. The plans for the
dance have all been clearly outlined and the reception and decorating committees are now busy with
their respective duties.
One of the best known orchestras
in the south is to furnish jazz for
the occasion; Namely the Drum and
Nuisance Corps of Clemson College.
Several exhibition dances have already been planned. "Pistol Pete
Douglas and G. W. McLellan are
to give an Americanized version of
the Charleston. Frank Gerard and
"Red" Padget are to give the Barn
yard Waltz.
Captain Oberg bas kindly consented to furnish the decorations
for the occasion.

Faculty and Student Body Will
Unite in Producing Startling Effects
The decorations for the JuniorSenior this year will be very attractive as a result of combined effort
and suggestions of various persons
of varied ideals of appropriateness.
It is indeed fortunate that so many
are willing to deviate from their
usual routine of leisure, and sacrifice to .proffer assistance in this
work. The result will most assurely be startling to even the most
radical.
No doubt -multitudes of
people will come from far and near
to gaze in bewildered amazement
at the wonderful scene which our
dining hall will present. Plans are
already on foot for elaborate photo-

P. A. throws
pipe-peeves
for a loss

graphing for the use of the leading
papers in their Sunday pictorial presentations. It would be utter folly
to attempt even a grasping idea of
this unique decorative plan. Moreover, it would baffle our descriptive
geniuses of this institution to convey to an unsuspecting mind an
accurate picture of the extensive
embellishments of that capacious
hall. It will be only a feeble idea
given here, and most of the effort
expended here will be an enumeration of the several contributors and
their worthy suggestions.
Prof. Wilson, of the Electricity
department, has meekly offered for
use an unusual apparatus by which
blinding flashes of lightning may
be hurled the length of the hall at
frequent intervals. This is the first
time on record that this form of
excitement has been available for
this annual celebration.
Prof. Anderson, of the Entomology and Zoology department, has
trained some cute alligators of about
twelve feet in length to execute the
Charleston on a raised dias to the
tune of the most jazzy jazz that
Prof. Doggett, keeper of the keys of
the textile building, Col. Cole, wellknown soldier, and Mr. Holtzendorf can produce on the piano, piccolo, and miniature harp, respectively.
Prof.
Lippincott, by
his universally known power of taming
wild and even wary members of
a certain
sex,
has
originated
a heretofore unthought of scheme.
So
powerful
is
this
power
of his that he has reduced several
species of wild flowers to the tamest
kind of hothouse plants, and these
will adorn the walls in profuse
abundance. Likewise, he has been
kind enough to bestow occasionally
those
unresisting smiles
of his,
causing the flowers to turn up their
petals in an attempt to hide their
blushes. This, needless to say, produces a most charming effect.
Lieut. Johnson is making preparations whereby numerous balloons,
which he will fill tightly with warmed air, may be suspended from the
ceiling.
Cadet Douglass consents
to walk under these with a small
note book.
These of course will
"bust" and fall downward "like
a ton of brick."
Sgt. Peck has prepared a lot of
clippings from delinquency reports.
Adj. Caughman will forthwith in
flowery language blow these over
the crowed spaces, thus producing
an elaborate confetti effect.
Dr. Daniel has not been backward
in this philanthropic movement
either. He will donate some beautiful crimson flowers with which the
darker portions of the hall may be

v *■
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Slow or fast, no matter how you feed it, P. A.
never biies your tongue or parches your throat.
Those important items were taken care of in
the original plans by the Prince Albert process.
Get yourself a tidy red tin of this friendly tobacco
today.

—no other tobacco is like it!

(Continued from Page 1)
spring holidays with the effect of
Winthrop girls on Clemson boys
that he should know how to handle
them.
4. The five most beautiful and
attractive girls at Winthrop will
be selected to assume the positions
of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and
three majors. These girls will have
supreme authority to run the college in whatever manner they may
choose.
5. Oapt. Lee, Lt. Johnson, and
Lt. Col. Douglass will be exiled without food or water upon the island
of St. Helena, or some other
"podunk" more extinct.
6. All cadets will put the names
of all girls whom they wish brought
to Clemson on a list in the guard
room.
Likewise the cadets may
apply to move to Winthrop.
With the above changes in the
administration of South Carolina's
two prominent state colleges, they
will stretch out their joyful hands
over the world of colleges and say,
"This is college life."
(Suppose this were not an April
Fool issue and the above were
true—life would be worth living.)
"Pretty tough," said the Sergeant as he bit into the steak.
Mrs. Flanagan:
"Was your old
man in comfortable circumstances
when he died "
Mrs. Murphy: "No, he was half
way under a train."
The only reason her ancestors
didn't come in the Mayflower was
because they didn't get out of jail
until June.

Hardware!
That's Our Business
When you think of hardware think of us, for we exert every
effort to keep on hand every item in hardware that you may
need, and if you get it here you may be sure it will give you
entire satisfaction.
You know we do not experiment with merchandise of unknown
value, so you are assured of getting full value for every dollar
you spend here, no matter what brand you choose..
Our ambition is to make this the most pleasant place in town
at which to trade. We strive for mutual confidence between
ourselves and our customers. We want you to feel sure that
you can always find here the article you want of first-class
quality, at a price you are willing to pay.
Drive around and get acquainted. Remember, everything you
want in hardware at reasonable prices.

P. A. is sold everywhere in
tidy red tins, pound and half,
pound tin humidors, and
pound crystal-glass humidors
with sponge-moistener top.
And always with every bit of
bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process.

The reason we are doing a large hardware business is because people have found their dollar to
buy better value here. This store is popular because
it bas earned a reputation for selling reliable hardware at reasonable nrices.
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PRINCE ALBERT

CLEMSON AND WINTHROP
TO BE CONSOLIDATED
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AND the bigger they are, the harder they fall,
as Shakespeare or somebody said. You can
prove this beyond question with a jimmy-pipe
and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time.
Anywhere. As a matter of fact, tackling pipegrouches is P. A.'s regular busmess.
Cool and sweet and fragrant, P, A.'s wonderful smoke comes curling up the pipe-stem,
filling your system with a new brand of pipepleasure. You smoke—and smile! For the first
time in your life, you've found the one tobacco
that scales to your blueprint of bliss.

illuminated.
This was a thoughtful contribution, and it is queer
that the Dr. should be the one to
make it.
It is understood that
these ornaments will proceed from
his coat lapel supply garden.
There is a probability of securing
a comical life-sized portrait of a
peculiar whitish-blue species of dog,
commonly known as Timothy. This
unusual attraction will be placed in
a conspicious place.
The Senior
Textiles are in a position to give
out more information regarding this
project than others of the school,
at present.
"Chief" Allison will be present
with his flash light in the event of
any temporary derangement of the
lighting system. With these original arrangements and precautions,
a pleasing result is expected.
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SULLIVAN - MARHfY HARDWARE GO.

i

135 N. Main Street
© 19 2 6,71. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

GREENVILLE,
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PICKED FACULTY TEAMS BATTLE

GREAT ATHLETES OF CLEMSON FACULTY MEET
IN HOT GAME OF PICCOLO; ENGINEERS WIN

192G

SPORTS

ACTION PHOTOGRAPH OF PROMINENT MILITARIST

Engineers, let loose a jet of live
steam that checked, and completely
smothered the Aggies' attack, and
saved the day for the Engineers,
although the Engineers were no
more able to withstand the steam
Tigertown witnessed this after- ! than were the Ags. Chief Allison
noon a thrilling and closely con- was on hand to maintain order. No
tested
game of piccolo
between I arrests were made, however.
Line-Up.
picked teams of the Clemson faculty.
Captain "Sparky" Shubert's team of Engineers (-.625 3-4) Aggies (1-2)
Robinson
engineers winning a moral victory Sparky" Shubert
RG
.625 3-4 to 1-2 over "Big Ben
Willie" Klugb
G. P. Hoffman
A.fifK16S.
The game was punctuated fre- "Slim" Rhodes ... "Sooky" Crandall
c
quently by heated arguments be"Dicky" Brackett
tween "Red" Carpenter and "Lord" | "Jug" Harris
If
Collins, and by numerous apologies
from
Professor
"Will
Rogers "Red" Carpenter "Big" Ben Goodale
Slack MeAIister
Clarke who umpired the first four "Dr." Glenn :
rf
innings, and acted as batboy in the
Rosencrans
last quarter for Bill Lippincott, Mho "l)i." Kavanaugh
was forced to retire on account ot
"Hickey" Freeman
"Lord" Collins
overeating.
i'b
The game was called as soon as
Substitutes for either side: WilProfessoir Bradley dismissed his
three o'clock class at seven minutes son, Earle, and Johnson. Umpire,
"Will Rogers'.' Oarke; batboy, Bill
after four.
The entire corps ot
cadets was absent on account of a Lippincott.
free movie at the "Y" showing Sergeant Peck's heroic efforts toward
the winning of a recent argument
between he and Lt. Johnson over
Central American hot dogs.
Hostilities
were opened
when
Doctor Glenn kicked off to Lord
Collins in center field, who threw Clemson Shadow Boxer Goes
to Dr Calhoun on first, but the umto Gotham and Wins
pire called him safe because Dr.
Glenn is connected with the civil
Lightweight Crown
engineering department. Kavanaugh
was the next man at bat. He laid
Madison Square Garden, Apr. 1 Tiger Football Captain Takes
down a sacrifice hit for sixty yards, I —"Slug"
Keyserling,
sensational
but Dr. Glenn forgot to go down lightweight of South Carolina, gainUp Track and Will Soon
under the punt because he and Dr. ed a cleancut "K. O." over "Rocky"
Be Mere Shadow
Calhoun were admiring a pretty girl Wills.
ightweight king in the
in the bleachers.
Umpire "Will second round of a scheduled ten
"Chub" Harvey, who formerly
penalized Glenn half the distance to round bout.
held the distinction of being the
second base. The game then stood
The fight was one of the fastest heaviest man in the corps of cadets,
0 to 0, one player on first sack yet seen in Gotham.
"Slug" was
and another almost to second, and clearly the aggressor from start to is reported to have lost one hundred
and ten pounds since the beginning
onlv three minutes, four and three- iinish.
Sportswriters say
that
fifths seconds left in which to run "Slug" is the cleverest fighter to of the track season. After a winter
of basket-ball and football, with an
the hundred.
appear in the East since Joe Gans
The Aggies made their first phe- stepped into the squared circle. occasional game of tennis on warm
nomenal steps when they completed Account of the fight round by afternoons had worked their havoc
on Harvey's cherub form, spring
a forward pass, Rosencrans to Hoff- round:
found "Chub" as fat as before. But
man which netted Captain Goodale's
Round one: "Slug" rushed Wills
men three home runs and a foul at the bell with three jabs tg the welcome was the coming of track
goal. "Dickey" Brackett kicked the left eye and a cross to the heart practice.
"Chub" went out for the hundred,
foul goal. Robinson, the next man without a return. "Slug" staggers
up, dribbled the ball down under Wills with a crushing right hook the quarter, the half, the broad
his goal and scored five field bask- to the solar plexus, Wills retaliates jump, and the pole vault, but none
of these produced the desired effect.
ets in quick succession before the with a weak left.
"Slug" again
officials could penalize him, or fire staggers Wills and the fans are in Harvey worked hard on each of }
the final pistol and end the inning. an uproad for "Slug" to finish him. jhese events for two hours every |
afternoon for three months, but it
Captain "Sparky" of the Engi- Gong ends round one.
was not until he began to run the
neers was the first man to get
Round two:
They meet in the hurdles each evening just before
a hit off
"Big Ben"
Goodale. center of the ring and exchange
"Sparky" drove a long tapering one blow for blow. Wills clinches and going to the showers that he beout to the Aggies' ten yard line the crowd boos him. On the break
but forgot and ran the bases left- "Slug" sends Wills down for a
handed, scoring a minus four hun- count of nine with an uppercut to
dred for the valiant Engineers.
the chin and a left to the heart.
Prof. Johnson then got on his ear j Wills rises and is sent down for
at Captain "Sparky" and threw a! the final count with a powerful
red hot piece of iron at him. It; left hook. Fight over.
missed, however, and "Mack" Mc"Slug" has already received handAllister burried his hands when he some offers to enter the movies.
woke up suddenly and caught the it is estimated that a crowd of
flving iron.
over 100,0 00 fans from all parts
"Little Willie" then projected the of the country witnessed this fight.
oval to the sky line and would Wills receives forty percent of the
have evened the score if Headlines-; gate receipts and Keyserling twenty
man Daniel bad not called "Slim" percent.
Rhodes offsides. "Slim" called "D. J
"Slug" got his start on the road
W." another one, but the fight was j to the championship while shadow
soon stopped and hostilities renew-1 boxing on Riggs Field at Tigered. "Hickey" Freeman and "Jug" j town.
He knocked out so many
Harris were forced to leave the shadows with such gusto that he
game on account of seven personal decided to take on sterner opposifouls each. "Red" Wilson struck out tion—consequently, the championand allowed the Ags. to gain pos- ship.
session of the ball.
In the last quarter Umpire "Will
Rogers" Clarke was deposed by a
unanimous majority of both teams
because he digressed too much in
his decisions. This period was the
millenium for the Aggies. Starting
with the kickoff they began a race
that netted them two dropkicks,
three dribbles, four hits, and a
M re
dozen or
so penalties.
George
■ | ?W
for your
Peter Hoffman and "Sooky" Crandall pulled the prize boners of the
WF
A
money
meet by carrying the ball over the
Engineers' goal line for a touchdown
and arguing with the referee.
the best Peppermint
"Crip' 'A-u 11 was disqualified for
Chewing Sweet for
using unfair means in influencing
7.4 X. Bread Street Atlanta.
the officials.
any money
Q13
In the last two minutes of play,
"Red" Carpenter, star singer for the
"Sparky" Shubert Leads Engineering Profs, to Moral
Victory Over Ags

LOG' KEYSERLING
0,'S CHAMPION 'GIB' HARVEY HAS
LOST 110 POUNDS;
IS STILL REDUCING

WRIGLEYS
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gan to lose weight appreciably. Six
weeks of this strenuous exercise
have reduced "Chub" greatly. He
is now as slim as "Skinny" Fleming,
and can run the century dash in ten
minutes and can reach a height of
three feet two inches on the high
jump.
He has good prospects for making
a brilliant two roller.
Once he
gets started and gains the speed at
which he wishes to travel all he
has to do is move his feet, and his
moment am will carry him along for
miles.
"Chub" has been greatly benefited by his work on the cinder path
and feels that he has the natural
ability to become a track star. No
doubt if he continues as he has
been going for the last few weeks
he will in time become a whole
track team in one, that is if he
does not dwindle down to a mere
shadow.

SUNRISE VESPERS TO BE
LED BY HALLUM SMITH
By virtue of General Order No.
99 isued by Col. O. R. Cole on
Wednesday, March 29, morning exercises are hereby abolished and in
their stead sunrise Vesper services
will be held.

The services will be conducted by
Hallum Smith, of the local pool
room, who is the originator of the
little slogan entitled, "A Hallum
a Day Keeps the Gooffies Away!"

MESS HALL FORGE
PICKS ALL-STAR
TEAM OF PROF
After much deliberation on the
part of the dark colored "Zip" slingers in the mess hall, the all faculty
teaim has at last been picked as
follows:
Which End
Oapt. Oberg
Fishing Takle
Prof. Klugb
Good Guard
"Bigben" Goodale
Bead Center
"Sunshine" Seigler
Mud Guard
Col. Cole
Block and Tackle "Red" Carpenter
The Other end
Capt .Lee
Quarter Likker Prof. Dave Henry
Half Way Back
"Pete" Murphy
All the Way Back
"Little Joe"
Draw Back
"Duke" Roderic
Water Boy
Capt. Harcoinbc
Manager
Prof. Breaily
Coach
"Brutal Joe" Cheatham
Assist. Coach
"Dickie" Brackett
Mascot
"Timmie"
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A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF CLEMSON
SEAL JEWELRY AND NOVELTIES
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

L G. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
FOUNTAIN PENS
PENNANTS

COLLEGE SUPPLIES

JEWELRY

STATIONER V
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